Storage solutions for the
power supply of tomorrow

Overview
Industrial Storage
IS 25

IS 50

IS 75

IS 100

Nominal capacity

25 kWh

50 kWh

75 kWh

100 kWh

Nominal power

25 kW

50 kW

75 kW

100 kW

Peak power

50 kW

100 kW

150 kW

200 kW

Nominal voltage

230 / 400 VAC

230 / 400 VAC

230 / 400 VAC

230 / 400 VAC

Battery technology:
Leclanché Titanate cell*

* according to actual data sheet
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Container Storage
CS 200

CS 500

Leclanché Energy Storage:
From Kilowatt to Megawatt - always the right solution

Battery technology:
Leclanché Titanate cell*

Nominal capacity

200 kWh

500 kWh

Nominal power

200 kW

500 kW

Peak power

400 kW

1 MW

Nominal voltage

230 VAC bis 52 kVAC

230 VAC bis 52 kVAC

Size

20 ft Container

40 ft Container

* according to actual data sheet

Important Information

I

This database contains the ongoing typical information specific to products manufactured at the time of this publication and does not constitute
a guarantee or warranty. Performance and service life depends on the
operating temperature, storage conditions, cut-off voltage and load
applied in a specific application.

It is the responsibility of each user to ensure that each application is
adequately designed in terms of safety and usage conditions, and is in
conformance with existing standards and requirements.
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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Intelligent energy storage at all
grid levels

The change in energy policy succeeds with
modular storage systems from Leclanché

Connection diagram

Modular storage solutions for
reliable energy supply

M

The generation of power from renewable energy sources is a
key element for tomorrow’s supply with energy. Besides hydropower, wind and solar energy play a decisive role in this.

For industrial as well as building and infrastructure companies,
energy efficient business is of great importance, in order to
maintain energy costs at a level as low as possible. Overrunning the maximum power demand as agreed with the energy
supplier, even if only a one-time incident, can lead to high
additional costs.

230 VAC / 400 VAC low voltage

metering point

up to 52 kVAC medium voltage

grid

Internet /
Cloud
transformator

The usage of renewable energies on a large scale, though,
leads to new challenges at all levels of the grid. The feeding
of decentralised generated energy creates new and reversed
power flows, that, due to the considerable variations in power
generation, can lead to imbalances in and even to complete
failures of the grid.
Grid operators are increasingly confronted with the question
on how to compensate the imbalance between generated and
consumed power (load) in order to ensure a consistently high
quality of power supply.

EMS
AC/DC

Typical applications
Integration of generators of fluctuating
renewable energies

Self-sustaining energy supply for island
grids and municipalities

Advantages at a glance
l
l
l
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Integration of decentralised and fluctuating generators
Improvement of the voltage quality
Continuous power supply
Peak load management

Reliable reserve for industrial, building
and infrastructure companies
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Response time for critical power
High flexibility due to modular design
and AC coupling
Turn-key solutions

Moreover, even the shortest interruption of power supply can
lead to a complete outage of production plants. Such a breakdown means a huge loss of quality and time and, therefore, a
noticeable financial loss.
For these cases, Leclanché’s modular energy storages offer
the right solution. Combined with modern power management
electronics for grid applications, we deliver storage solutions for
every type of application from Kilowatt- to Megawatthours.

About Leclanché
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Since 1909, Leclanché has been a reliable partner for battery
storage technologies. Founded in the tradition of Georges
Leclanché, the inventor of the dry cell, Leclanché currently
leads apart from established storage technologies also modern
lithium-ion-solutions in its portfolio.

The cells are conceived and manufactured in our plant at a constantly high quality according to our high demands. Due to long
years of research and experience in production the individual
materials are ideally tuned to each other.

Through the integration of a spin-off of the German Fraunhofer
Instiute in 2006, the company has developed from a traditional
battery producer to one of the leading developers and producers of lithium-ion-cells in Europe.
Leclanché develops and produces among others energy
storage systems with large format lithium-ion-cells. These are
characterized by high cycle stability and long service life-time.
With the patented separator technology, the core element of
lithium-ion-cells, Leclanché is capable of manufacturing cells
with excellent safety charcteristics and long service life-times in
automated production.

The target markets of the company are in fields of applications
where high demands on efficiency, longevity, robustness and
safety of energy storage systems are needed.

